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Licensed Associate Programme

Licensed Associate 
Programme

Want to bui ld a career in corporate nutrit ion?

Learn from our Experience 

Gain Valuable Industry Knowledge 

Gain Practical Skills from Day 1

SBecome a key part of our team

Become an Expert in Your Field 

Get Clarity on your Plan

Challenge Yourself

Blaze A New Trail
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Hello

our Licensed Associate Programme.And thank you for your interest in

The UK corporate wellbeing market is worth £630 Million and is growing every 
year. Thanks to nationwide initiatives such as the government's Wellbeing 
Charter and new recommendations by professional bodies such as the CIPD, 
employers are increasingly focused on wellbeing and the benefits of investing 
in it. We’ve introduced the licensed associate programme to support 
collaboration and  help bridge the gap between clinical nutrition and the

corporate world, helping practitioners to successfully make a difference to millions of employees who will 
benefit immensely from their support.

To stay informed feel free to join the SuperWellness Corporate Nutrition Team Facebook group.

We also occasionally organise meet-ups and webinars for practitioners interested in our programmes, and 
opportunities to join the team. These will be announced on the Facebook group.

If you would like to be kept up to date on our associate programme you can register your details here.

I hope you find this overview of the Associate Programme helpful.

Angela Steel

Founder

Copyright ©SuperWellness 2017. All rights reserved.

The authors of this guide and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts in preparing this content. The authors make no representation 
or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness or completeness of the contents of this guide. The information contained in this guide is 
strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained herein, you are taking full responsibility for your actions.

The authors shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising 
directly or indirectly from any use of this material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties. As always, the advice of a competent medical 
professional should be sought. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/342150149281735/
https://www.superwellness.co.uk/join-our-team/
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About SuperWellness

2011
SuperWellness is founded, initially as a Nutritional Therapy clinic, rapidly becoming successful 
with busy professionals. The programmes, designed to bring optimal and lasting results in a 
way that fits with the demands of work, attract growing numbers of professionals, business 
owners and employees.

2013
This success leads to a new focus, working with employers who wish to support their team in 
becoming healthier, more energetic and motivated.

2014/2015
We create and put into practice a unique concept for placing nutrition at the heart of workplace 
wellbeing: the 3 Month Nutrition Challenge. The results are a success and achieve coverage in 
industry press. 

Having fine tuned our programmes with a range of clients, including Harrods, Blue Apple 
(catering), Incisive Media, the US Embassy and Kuoni among others, SuperWellness founder 
Angela Steel lays the foundations for the associate programme, working closely with Esther 
O’Halloran, who brings a wealth of experience from the HR sector, both in terms of setting up 
motivated teams and an understanding of HR departments as buyers. 

2016
We launch our founding associate team in January with 10 licensed associates, completing 
the first 12 month cycle on the associate programme by the end of the year.Esther becomes a 
non-executive director and advisor of SuperWellness. We exhibit at Employee Benefits Live at 
Olympia and win large new clients including SimplyHealth.

2017
Our team includes a total of 20 associates covering new parts of UK, such as Leeds, 
Southampton and Cambridge.We exhibit for the first time at Health & Wellbeing @Work at the 
NEC. We launch MySleepCode, a DNA based sleep programme in collaboration with LifeCodeGx. 
Our client base increases significantly, including larger and more strategic projects such as 
P&OFerries and OCS / Jaguar Land Rover. We become a preferred provider to Vitality.
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What we do
SuperWellness is the leader and go-to provider in 
nutrition-centred wellness, a new market which is 
growing rapidly as employers turn their attention 
to the increasing burden of lifestyle diseases on 
their workforce. 

SuperWellness’s collaborative model, pooling 
and curating the expertise of many practitioners, 
results in content consistency, high standards and 
trusted expertise. In a fragmented market, with 
many single practitioner providers, or at the other 
end of the scale, large players offering limited 
flexibility, this model is attracting increasing 
interest in the industry.

Services
We are a boutique provider, helping employees
tap into their full potential by sharing reliable 
science based nutrition and wellbeing knowledge 
applicable in the context of working life. 
We work closely with employers to design effective 
solutions that fit their culture and logistical 
demands. 

Our services range from seminars and screenings 
to long term tailored programmes delivering 
measurable results and maximising engagement. 
Our 3 Month Nutrition Challenge is one of our 
most popular, creating a real buzz across the 
organisations which implement it. Wherever 
possible we also work successfully with contract 
caterers in the workplace to provide healthy 
options supporting the programmes we run.

As our expertise has evolved, we’ve been able 
to offer a strategic consultancy service to our 
clients, helping them to plan their long term 
wellbeing programmes to best fit their business. 
As part of this we provide:

• Planning consultations
• Employee surveys
• Collaboration with an independent wellbeing

measurement specialist to evaluate results

The licensed associate programme is what enables 
us to deliver this vision on a large scale, whilst 
empowering practitioners to grow their business, 
their skills and be rewarded for their highly valued 
professional skills. We are constantly honing 
this unique, innovative model in order to foster 
excellence and personal growth.
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All of the corporate nutritionists and wellbeing 
specialists on our team are highly trained in their 
field, and have their unique areas of expertise and 
passion. We support each practitioner to cultivate 
and grow their personal reputation in the area 
they specialise in. 

We also promote an environment of collaboration, 
which means that our material has generally been 
worked on or vetted by several highly trained 
people, from different backgrounds, meaning that 
we are able to offer an outstanding breadth and 
depth of service to our clients. 

Mission
Our mission is to spread a culture of wellness 
across organisations in all sectors, from 
manufacturing to law firms. We are working to 
create a strong brand that stands for the power 
of nutrition in the professional world. 

We aim to directly and positively influence 
10,000 employees in 2017 and through the 
addition of technology solutions to reach one 
million by 2020.

Our mission is to spread a culture of wellness across 
organisations in all sectors. We are working to 

create a strong brand that stands for the power of 
nutrition in the professional world. 
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The SuperWellness Values

We actively develop our team culture on
an ongoing basis, involving the team in 

discussions around our values and what this 
means for our work. These are the values we 
stand for:

Ownership
We take responsibility for our own success and 
the end result in any project we’re involved in. We 
do what it takes to make it successful, including 
seeking and taking on board feedback or support 
where needed. 

Integrity
We hold ourselves to high moral and ethical 
standards. Transparency is a top priority in our 
communication: within the team, with clients and 
in our programme content, which is guided by the 
most up to date scientific findings.

Positivity
We understand that ‘whether you believe you can 
or you believe you can’t, you are right’. We take 
responsibility for managing our mindset so that 
we’re well equipped to deal with the ups and 
downs. We also take responsibility for the energy 
we bring to the team (authentic positive attitude, 
not fake!). We lift each other higher. 

Passion and enthusiasm
We are passionate about reaching corporates 
with our message and using nutrition-centred 
wellbeing to make a difference. We ourselves live 
by the principles we share, and this 
genuine emotional connection is one of our most 
powerful assets for motivating clients           
and employees. 

Collaboration
We cultivate teamwork, so that 1+1 equals 
more than 2. As a virtual team, we all need to be 
thoughtful and build up trust with other members 
of the team. Our attitude is flexible, supportive and 
fair with other team members. We seek a ‘win win’ 
outcome in our collaborations and sidestep potential 
conflicts with goodwill, knowing that situations are 
rarely clear cut, and ‘give & take’ is necessary.

Action orientation
We aim to grow organically within our means, 
which requires us to be resourceful. We strive for 
excellence but we are not paralysed by 
perfectionism. We make progress by taking one 
step at a time and constantly re-evaluating our 
decisions in the light of feedback.

Agility, perpetual learning
We take an agile approach in everything we do 
and are responsive to our clients’ needs. This 
means that we learn by ‘doing’ and adjusting 
as we progress. We take incremental steps, gather 
feedback and take the learnings from the 
outcomes to determine the following steps. This 
allows us to better manage unpredictability and 
maintain a pragmatic business approach.
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Our Associate 
Programme

to build your corporate nutrition business

T     
    

he  Licensed Associate Programme is a great way 

operating under a recognised brand as part of 
an experienced and supportive team.

The SuperWellness associate programme is 
structured in a way that pools resources and 
efforts so that individual practitioners don’t have 
to ‘reinvent the wheel’ in terms of processes, 
branding, marketing, content in a very specific 
field: corporate nutrition.

It means that associates can access corporate 
nutrition opportunities under a known brand, 
while also building other aspects of their portfolio 
business alongside, such as a practitioner clinic 
or blog for example.

Now running since January 2016, our associate 
programme has supported the growth of 
practitioners into seasoned corporate 
nutritionists, leading landmark projects in the 
industry, such as the P&O Ferries nutrition 
programme, starting from May 2017. Further 
associates have taken on key operational roles 
within SuperWellness, mentoring fellow 
associates or taking on roles such as sales, IT and 
leading special projects such as our Charter of 
Excellence.

Here’s how practitioners benefit from the 
associate programme:

SuperWellness takes care of profile and
awareness building
Associates focus on revenue generating activity, 
without having to sink time and effort into long 
term brand awareness. 

• Coherent marketing and social media
campaigns throughout the year

• Case studies and professional marketing
materials

• Industry relationships
• Exhibitions and conferences
• Books
• PR

The SuperWellness associate programme is structured 
in a way that pools resources and efforts so that 

individual practitioners don’t have to ‘reinvent the 
wheel’ in terms of processes, branding, marketing, 
content in a very specific field: corporate nutrition.
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Benefit from a rich bank of materials 
• Presentation slides
• Workbooks
• Handouts
• Recipes
• Templates

Training and development – no need to waste time 
with trial and error
Tried and tested blueprints are available to start 
applying straight away and we’re constantly adding 
to our programmes and models as we grow.
• Monthly group mentoring sessions
• All round business and practitioner skills
• Long term development path – we actively

seek to know you better, understand your
strengths and plan your future development
within the team. Some of our associates have
gone on to mentor others or to take paid
operational roles within the company.

Use the SuperWellness platform as a springboard 
for your practice
Corporate nutrition opens up access to receptive 
audiences, giving associates an opportunity to 

connect with them and offer them one-to-one 
services from their practice.

Gain credibility and experience
By being part of the SuperWellness community, 
associates benefit from our investment in building 
the brand and gaining press coverage. They also 
gain valuable experience and the kudos from 
working with well known corporate brands.

Become part of a strong network
Whilst still running their own business, associates 
can be part of an established team. Collaborating 
on projects can open up further opportunities (e.g. 
supporting  colleagues’ projects and by developing 
a specialist offering which creates demand from 
colleagues). Being able to provide a UK wide 
network of trusted practitioners is also a powerful 
USP from our clients’ perspective.

Leave invoicing and credit control to SuperWellness
We invoice the client and chase payment where 
necessary by email and by phone. We undertake 
to calculate and transfer payments to our 
associates’ bank account within 2 working days of 
payment from the client.
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Our Rules of Engagement

The Licensed Associate Programme has been
designed to be potentially very rewarding 

for practitioners who are prepared to invest 
time, effort and commitment into it. Building 
relationships with corporate clients can take 
time, and the delivery of corporate programmes 
requires a high level of professionalism. Do it right, 
and you could reap the rewards: well paid, repeat 
business, increasing referrals and positive reviews.

The Licensed Associate Programme will not be 
suitable for everyone and requires a particular set 
of skills and the right mindset to make it successful. 

Skills and mindset for a successful associate. Is               
this you?
• You are passionate about your subject

and spreading a culture of wellness in 
the workplace.

• You have a positive and tenacious attitude.
You are not easily discouraged and are
prepared for adversity in the short term to
reach your long term goals.

• You are open to development and feedback,
and are prepared to invest time and effort

into growing your skills or addressing weaker 
areas. You take responsibility for your success.

• You are prepared to make a positive
contribution to the team, offering constructive
feedback in a supportive way and contributing
to an uplifting and motivating environment.

• You are good at relating to employees in a
work environment – perhaps through your
own career background. Your approach is
down to earth and authentic.

• You have an entrepreneurial mindset and
are comfortable working in a developing
environment, requiring initiative - we are
constantly learning and evolving as an
organisation and sometimes the rules have
not yet been written.
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Financial Model

The SuperWellness model is based on a
license and mentoring fee and a revenue                          

share structure.

Annual licence fee, including:
• Use of the SuperWellness logo and ‘Licensed

Associate’ title
• Full page profile on the SuperWellness website
• Use of SuperWellness materials (sales and

marketing collateral, case studies, slides,
handouts, recipes)

• Client invoicing and credit control
• to cover administrative costs, your

license fee for the CRM system and your
SuperWellness mailbox.

£500 + VAT, payable at the start of the year

Monthly mentoring fee covering:
• 1 day every 6 weeks mentoring in a small

group setting to enable high quality team
interactions (more so than an amphitheatre
training setting)

• 50 minute 1-1 phone coaching every 6 weeks
• Personal support with specific projects you are

working on, whenever needed
• Ongoing support via our highly active closed

Facebook group

£100 + VAT, payable monthly

Revenue share structure:
The associate retains a large share of the client 
fee to ensure a motivating and empowering 
reward model.

SuperWellness retains a commission of 30% 
on total revenue from a project providing the 
associate manages the end to end process from 
sales to delivery. The commission can vary  

depending on SuperWellness’s level of 
involvement. For example, you may want to call 
on our professional sales experts to help you 
negotiate the most favourable terms or close a 
deal. In this case SuperWellness's commission 
would be higher but the total value is likely to be 
significantly higher too.

Content Royalty Programme
Content contributed to the SuperWellness 
programme of seminars is rewarded financially 
and may entitle the associate to a royalty 
payment for each subsequent commercial use. 

Interested in joining our 2018 team? 
Read on to find out about our access programme, 
effectively an accelerator designed to get you up 
and running as quickly and effectively as possible, 
so that you are ready to maximise your 
opportunities in the New Year (the busiest time for 
corporate nutrition business).  
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Licensed Associate 
Access Programme

The access programme takes place from September to 
December, and maybe right for you if you are:

• Fully qualified (or will be by 2018) in nutrition
or other modality suitable for a corporate
wellbeing programme (e.g. fitness or mental
health modalities)

• A natural motivator, passionate about
supporting teams in a corporate environment
to feel great and perform at their best

• Keen to strengthen your experience and skills
in the corporate wellbeing market

The access programme will give you a chance to 
start creating opportunities and building your 
experience in the crucial time leading up to 
January, a decisive time in the wellbeing calendar.

What does it include?

• At least 2 webinars and 2 mentoring days in a
small group setting (near London Bridge with
the possibility of remote dial-in)

• Focused introductory content as well as time
spent with the current associate team

• 3 x 50min 1-1 coaching calls
• Individual and group support on the private

Facebook group and via email and Skype 
when required

• Live ‘hands on’ experience to help you start
building opportunities

• SuperWellness email account and CRM login

• 3 month temporary Licensed Associate
membership

Who is it for and what does it include?

The access programme will give you a chance to 
start creating opportunties and building your 

experience in the crucial time leading up to January, 
a decisive time in the wellbeing calendar.

Financial Investment

Set up costs: £146+ VAT (redeemable 
against your 2018 associate license fee)

Monthly training fee: £125+VAT
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Topics covered:
Opportunity creation 
Understanding the market context

• Industry frameworks and regulation
• Key market drivers now and in the future
• Organisational approaches to wellbeing
• Inside the mind of the decision maker

Your elevator pitch
• Create your 2 minute introduction

• Practice and feedback

Creating a compelling proposition

• 4 step strategy and planning consultation
• Sample sales pitch

• Pricing strategy

Getting started

• Defining your niche: targeting the right sector
and location for you
• Identifying your shortlist
• How to establish contact and manage your
early relationships

Bringing successful projects to fruition 

Understanding the principles of qualification

• Key questions to ask

• Role play: conducting a successful sales meeting

Negotiation and proposal writing

Project management and delivery
• A practical look at logistics and common pitfalls
• Facilitating, presenting and coaching skills
• Body composition testing
• Team building activities

• Fellow member CIPD (Chartered Institute of
Personnel Development)

• Masters in Personnel Development
• Chair HR in Hospitality
• Investors in People Assessor

Founder & Director 
SuperWellness

Dip NT CNM, MA Business 
& Languages
Chartered Institute of 
Marketing Diploma

Mentor & role model within 
the HR sector, 
Non Executive Director 
SuperWellness. 

Esther O'Halloran

Esther has substantial executive experience with 
previous roles as MD and HR Director for 
household brands such as Pret and Paul.

Angela Steel
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Get direct insights into: wellbeing regulations and 
frameworks, the decision making process, building key 

relationships, writing proposals and delivering 
successful projects to grow your business

Building a compelling profile in the industry 

Practise your Presentation skills

Building your profile

• Creating your personal impact plan

• How to write compelling blogs and articles

• Social media for corporate nutrition  

Business Planning

• Creating your vision, values and mission 
statement

• Practical business planning and discussion

• Action plans

 

Francesca Liparoti

Associate programme mentor, 
SuperWellness. Within her first 
year as an associate, Francesca 
secured and ran projects with 
City, media and law firms 
including Engine Group, 
Exterion Media, Eversheds, 
Linklaters, NBC Universal & 
many  more.

• NT Dip ION mBANT CNHC reg
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Testimonials for the Associate 
Programme

“The SuperWellness Associate Programme has allowed me to quickly get back into the 
corporate world doing what I always wanted to do without having to do everything myself 
from scratch. The mentoring is really helpful and at each team meeting we get the chance 
to develop not only our general business skills but also our leadership skills and ‘life skills’ 
that apply beyond work.” 
Maria Trindade, Nutritional Therapist, Dip CNM

It’s been a great journey, I have learnt a lot about myself, what works for me, what I should 
focus on, what makes me unique, how to dream big, how to remain authentic, what to 
focus my energies on.
Edi Csanalosi, Nutritional Therapist

“Throughout the programme you really DO have fun but at the same time you are 
constantly challenged, learn new skills and grow as a person, as a nutritional therapist 
and as an entrepreneur. SuperWellness has given me opportunities I would not be able 
to create for myself in such a short space of time. I feel like since my ‘adventure’ with SW 
started I am in a completely different place in my professional life”.
Magdalena Wronska, Nutritional Therapist 

“The training, coaching and mentoring you receive as an associate is all-transferrable so it’s 
helped me so much both with my private business and my work within SuperWellness.   

The associate programme has opened me up to new opportunities that I wouldn’t 
otherwise have had the chance to be exposed to, I am now coaching and supporting the 
newer members of the team and really enjoying it. There is so much scope for progression 
and professional development.

Angela is constantly working on evolving the business and keeps us up to date so that 
when we speak to potential clients we have exciting ideas and offerings for their wellbeing 
initiatives. It’s exciting to be part of something so professional, dynamic and progressive. 
SuperWellness has created something very special for the world of corporate nutrition, it 
just makes you want to get out there and proudly fly the SuperWellness flag!”
Francesca Liparoti, Nutritional Therapist
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“SuperWellness has boosted my confidence and given me some fresh ideas for my own 
practice. It’s been the best decision I have made for my business. Being able to connect 
with others on the same journey makes such a big difference, and working as a team and 
having a professional brand/company behind you when going to ask for work”

Lisa is based in the North of England and is keen to expand the team of associates for 
that area.  
Lisa Chothia, Nutritional Therapist

“Being a part of the SW team means being a part of a wonderfully supportive group of 
like-minded professionals, who are passionate about spreading the nutrition-centred            
wellbeing message.”
Lisa Powell, Nutritional Therapist

“I found the SW associate programme a great way to develop professionally and 
personally. It offers a fantastic educational platform into corporate nutrition and each 
associate is encouraged to find their own unique specialism.”
Katarina Cepinova, Nutritional Therapist.

Contact
SuperWellness Corporate Nutrition Team Facebook group: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/342150149281735/

For further information about the access programme or joining 
the associates team please contact Francesca Liparoti at:

Francesca@superwellness.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/groups/342150149281735/
mailto:Francesca@superwellness.co.uk
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